The Mark Of The Beast 2011
Opening:
Welcome Ladies and Gentlemen Friends and Ememies to another informative
broadcast . You are listening to Signs and Wonders host Dawid Yacob Maccabeus I am
coming to you live from Sweden todays dates is June 16th 2011.
Prayer:
Father thank you for another opportunity to speak to your children. I pray that you give
me the words to feed your children. I ask that you are with me this broadcast and spread
your wisdom on my words. I pray that you bond and bound the hindering spirit. And
bless us with the spirit of truth which is the comforter. I say this prayer in the name of
your gift your love YAHUSHUA the Messiah Halleleyah Halleluyah Halleluyah.
I felt the need to do this study, so that we can be 100% clear on who the true enemy is. I
say this because there is a lot of misinformation revolving around WHO the Synagogue
Of Satan is. So who are the impostors? Who is the enemy of YAH? We have been taught
threw subtitle and none subtitle methods that the Kings and Queens of Great Britain,
France, Denmark, Sweden, Netherlands and many other controlling monarchs are of the
seed of King David. We have been taught threw subtitle and none suitable means that
the Popes past and present are the “spirit of truth” and the representative of the Father
in heaven.
Now many of you that have listened to these broadcast, are well informed and
understand that this is not the case. But I feel the need to clarify, because very soon all
eyes will be on these teachings. But before we get into this broadcast, I would like to
speak to those that have been following this Signs and Wonders Broadcast. I want to ask
that The Most High AHYAH, will bless you. Because you are truly a blessing. I ask that
you can be a blessing to someone else. And I thank you for your prayers OF support.
Now today we be a day of clarity. Today we will clarify who the Enemy of AHYAH is.
We will do this by discussing The Mark Of The Beast. Now this mark is not what you
think. This mark is to identify whom the seed of the enemy is....First I would like to
explain something. The title of this broadcast came to me at the last minute. Because I
had many other titles for this broadcast. For example. “The Root Of The Kenites”, “The
Sanhedrin The Rabbi and The Lie”, or “The Deception Of The Cabala”. You see all of
these titles came to mind because all of these titles are appropriate. Now I settled on the
title The Mark Of The Beast 2011, because there purpose of years of deception is now
being Fulfillment. What do I mean by this? What I mean is this. The Mark Of The
Beast is much more the a chip. The Mark Of The Beast is TIME. The Mark is an
identification of a particular TIME. Let me explain. At no time in history has the
Principalities the true rulers of this world, had the ABILITY to enslave all mankind as

they do in the year 2011. The modern advancements of science has given man the ability
to build an impenetrable prison. And once this prison is in place NO man will be able to
escape.
Now let me put this into perspective.
How many of you read Antony Sutton's book called “Wall Street and The Rise Of
Hitler?” For those of you that are not familiar let me give you a little unknown fact.
NOW understand, there would be know Hitler if Dutch Shell Oil did not fund him.
There would be no Hitler if IG Farben, General Electric, Standard Oil, and the
power brokers on Wall Street did not fund him. This is a documented fact. And you will
find these facts from his book.
How many of you heard of Smedley Butler? Did you know that In 1934 Smedley Butler
a two star General exposed who the true rulers of this world are? How many are familiar
with the 1933 coup attempt by the corporate elite? Well here are a few unknown FACTS.
Corporations like JP Morgan, Dupont, United Fruit Company which is now
Chiquita, Standard Fruit Company which is now Dole, Goodyear, and many others
conspires to take full Military control of The United States Of America in 1933. This is
a documented FACT. So in 1933 the Principalities tried to take over, but what happen?
The could not control the heart of a good man name Smedley Butler. But 1933 is not
2011. What do I mean? In 2011 supporter of Hitler like IG Farben has morphed into
huge corporations like Bayer Pharmaceutical and BASF. You see IG Farben did not
have the powers that it has now in 2011. For example, How can a company like Bayer
Pharmaceutical knowingly sell drugs that where contaminated with the Aids Virus to
sick children, and not be run out of business? The question is, If IG Farben was a major
contribute to the Nazi in WWII. Then why are they more powerful now then they where
then? Here is another example. We hear calls to protect the environment and fears of
Global pollution, but IG Farben which is now BASF is the largest chemical company in
the world. What dose this mean? Well how many rivers, streams, oceans and air poison
has BASF contributed to as the largest chemical company in the world? How many 3rd
world nations in African, South America and Asia have been contaminated by this
chemical company? You see in 2011 IG Farben which is now BASF has teamed up
with Monsanto. Which gives them even more power then they had in 1933. One thing
that we all should be aware of is this. Names like IG Farben, Bayer, BASF, Monsanto
are all one in the same now. They all have the same owner and the same agenda. Now
lets use Monsanto as an example. For those of you that are not familiar with Monsanto, I
am going to read a brief history.
And it reads:

“The 1940s saw Monsanto become a leading manufacturer of plastics, including
polystyrene, and synthetic fibers. Since then, it has remained one of the top 10 US
chemical companies. Other major products have included the herbicides 2,4,5-T, DDT,
and Agent Orange used primarily during the Vietnam War as a defoliant agent (later
found to be contaminated during manufacture with highly carcinogenic dioxin), the
artificial sweetener aspartame (NutraSweet), bovine (somatotropin) (bovine growth
hormone (BST)), and PCBs.[6] Also in this decade, Monsanto operated the Dayton
Project, and later Mound Laboratories in Miamis-burg, Ohio, for the Manhattan
Project, the development of the first nuclear weapons and, after 1947, the Atomic
Energy Commission.”
How many of you heard about DDT, Agent Orange and the Vietnam War of the 70s?
How about PCBs and how they cause cancer by attacking the essences of life in the
womb. How about Aspartame and the effects on the brain? The Manhattan project which
lead to the bombing of Hiroshima, or Chernobyl and Fukushima. The coming Nuclear
Holocaust all this courtesy of Monsanto.
And it reads:
“In 1954, Monsanto partnered with German chemical giant Bayer to form Mobay and
market polyurethanes in the US.”
So whats polyurethanes? Well only a chemical called SARIN GAS!
And whats SARIN GAS?
“ Sarin is estimated to be over 500 times more toxic than cyanide. Initial symptoms
following exposure to sarin are a runny nose, tightness in the chest and constriction of
the pupils. Soon after, the victim has difficulty breathing and experiences nausea and
drooling. As the victim continues to lose control of bodily functions, the victim vomits,
defecates and urinates. This phase is followed by twitching and jerking. Ultimately, the
victim becomes comatose and suffocates in a series of convulsive spasms. Death may
follow in one minute after direct ingestion of a lethal dose ” Now image if Hitler had
this in 1933. So this company called MOBAY which is a combination of Monsanto MO
and Bayer BAY which is MOBAY created SARIN. SARIN which is a Chemical
Weapon. Better known as a Weapon Of Mass Destruction. You remember this is why we
went to Iraq. We had to find Monsanto and Bayers MOBAY creation.

And it reads:

”Monsanto scientists became the first to genetically modify a plant cell in 1982. Five
years later, Monsanto conducted the first field tests of genetically engineered crops.
2005: Monsanto purchases Se-minis, a leading global vegetable and fruit seed company,
for $1.4 billion. 2008: Monsanto purchases the Dutch seed company De Ruiter Seeds for
€546 million, Monsanto is also the leading producer of genetically engineered (GE)
seed; it provides the technology in 90% of the genetically engineered seeds used in the
US market.”
So there you have it. And like I said they are all one in the same. BASF which was I.G
Farben is now working with Monsanto. Bayer Pharmaceutical which is also I.G Farben
is MOBAY the creator of SARIN. Monsanto the creator of DDT involved in the creation
of the Nuclear Boom and Nuclear energy is now the provider of 90% of the technology
to engineer all seeds in the United States and soon the whole planet.
IT'S ALL ONE IN THE SAME.
Okay now let me repeat myself. The Mark is an identification of TIME. At no time in
history has the Principalities the true rulers of this world, had the ABILITY to enslave
all mankind as they do in the year 2011. Now here is something to think about. Did
you know that the main Chemical Element that gave companies like I.G Farben, BASF,
Goodyear and Monsanto there wealth is Sulfur? Why? Because Sulfur is one of the
main elements in Synthetic Rubber and Plastics. Rubber was one of the main resources
in World Wars II also think about all the tires and plastic used. These companies got
extremely rich. Now plastic and synthetic rubber are created threw a process called
Vulcanization. Now whats interesting is SULFUR is associated with the summoning of
demonic beings, but this is not the key. The key is the process called Vulcanization.
Now let me explain. Vulcanization: is the process of coveting rubber into other
materials. Now what makes this information interesting is where this name
Vulcanization comes from. Now it states that “Goodyear discovered the vulcanization
process accidentally after five years of searching for a more stable rubber. He developed
a process to vulcanize rubber, a method which he discovered in 1839 ” So where dose
this word Vulcanization come from? It comes from a god of the occult called Vulcan,
the Roman god of fire. Now this caught my attention, because anytime there is a
connection with the occult we should pay attention. Now remember if the Principalities
are the true rulers then we have to find where they lend a hand to man. Also remember
there is no such think as an accident. When that accident gives you power to rule the
world.

Okay now here is a connection to this name Vulcanization and the Occult.

We find it on Wikipedia: This explanation is from an 15th Century Oculist named
Paracelsus:
And it Reads:
“Vulcan of the alchemists: was the patron deity of alchemy. It was also known to be a
symbol of the hermetic art. Despite being important in Egyptian and Greek religion, it
was the Renaissance physician/alchemist Paracelsus who first introduced the
mythological figure of Vulcan.”
So here we see that the occultism Paracelsus inspired the naming of this process of
Vulcanization. We know this because of the use of the word Alchemists. “Vulcanization.
Which is the process of converting rubber into other materials.”
And it Reads:
“To Paracelsus, Vulcan was synonymous with both the alchemist/physician's
manipulation of fire, heating and distilling of nature's properties for medicine, and the
transforming power and creative potential locked within Man, the greater invisible Man
or anthropos, slumbering within. Alchemy is an art and Vulcan (the governor of fire) is
the artist in it: 'He who is Vulcan has the power of the art ... All things have been created
in an unfinished state, nothing is finished, but Vulcan must bring all things to their
completion. Everything is at first created in its prime material, its original stuff;
whereupon Vulcan comes, and develops it into its final substance ... God created iron but
not that which is to be made of it. He enjoined fire, and Vulcan, who is the lord of fire,
to do the rest ... From this it follows that iron must be cleansed of its dross before it can
be forged. This process is alchemy; its founder is the smith Vulcan. What is
accomplished by fire is alchemy-whether in the furnace or in the kitchen stove. And he
who governs fire is Vulcan, even if he be a cook or a man who tends the stove.”
Now one thing to keep in mind. This was written in the 15th Century almost 500 years
ago. Man did not have the ability to manipulate the environment the way man can today.
This is how in the 20th Century we get Nuclear weapons, Sarin Gas, Plastics, Chemical
Weapons, Fluoride and Aspartame all from companies like I.G Farben, Bayer
Pharmaceuticals and Monsanto.
“ This is why I say at no time in history has the Principalities the true rulers of this
world, had the ABILITY to enslave all mankind as they do in the year 2011. “ Now
although this statement is true there is one thing that THEY did not count on. The
awaking of the Seed Of Yacob. You see NO man can escape this prison without the
Return of YAHUSHUA the Messiah. Now I do not say this lightly. We are truly moving
towards a prison planet. Many of us are to blind to realize this fact. We can see this

threw certain examples in our recent History. WWII and the creation of United Nations,
European Union, IMF, World bank. The 1913 Federal Reserve act and the Wall Street
crash of 1929 now the coming crash of 2012 and the European Austerity Plan, the
development of World Governance A.K.A The New World Order. Corporations like JP
Morgan Chase, Citibank, I.G Fargen, Bayer, BASF, Monsanto and there plans for
Codex Alimentarius. All of this is moving us towards the total enslavement of all
mankind. Enslaved to the corporations. So who is behind these corporations?
You see this is one thing that needs to be understood. None of these corporations would
exists if it where not for the PRINCIPALITES in high places. This would be easy to
defeat if it was just the evil hearts of man. We saw this with Smedley Butler, but it's
much more then this. Now I am going to go to scriptures to prove my point:
We all know Ephesians 6 10-12 right?
“Finally, my brethren, be strong in YAHUWAH, and in the power of his might. Put on
the whole Armour of YAH, that ye may be able to stand against the wiles of the devil.
For we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against principalities, against powers,
against the rulers of the darkness of this world, against spiritual wickedness in high
places. “
NOW UNDERSTAND THESE BEINGS ARE NOT MAN.
Now did you hear that? “spiritual wickedness in high places.”
“SPIRITS” now the word say this! You can deny all you want to. But facts are facts the
grid is almost in place. We are one World Wars away from Order out of Chaos.
BUT like I said there is one thing they did not count on. And that is the awaking of the
Covenant. We have to remember who really is in control.
Now lets Read Jeremiah 13 16-18
“Give glory to YAHUWAH your YAH, before he cause darkness, and before your feet
stumble upon the dark mountains, and, while ye look for light, he turn it into the shadow
of death, and make it gross darkness. But if ye will not hear it, my soul shall weep in
secret places for your pride; and mine eye shall weep sore, and run down with tears,
because YAHUWAH'S flock is carried away captive. Say unto the king and to the queen,
Humble yourselves, sit down: for your principalities shall come down, even the crown
of your glory.”
Here we see that the spirit of The Most High was with the King and Queen of
YAHUDAH. But they where not Humble So there PRINCIPALITES came down. This is

letting us know that Principalities are connected to spirits. This Very import to
understand.
Now listen to what it reads in COLOSSIANS 1 15 - 20
This scriptuer is letting us know about the glory of YAHUSHUAH and bout Giving
thanks unto our father AHYAH. And it Reads:
“Giving thanks unto our father AHYAH. Who hath delivered us from the power of
darkness, and hath translated us into the kingdom of his dear Son: In whom we have
redemption through his blood, even the forgiveness of sins: Now this part here about
“Forgiveness Of Sins” a lot of people are a little confused what this means. In order to
understand this word SIN you have to go to the root of the world. If you listen to my
previous broadcast I touch on this word. OKAY and it reads: Who is the image of the
invisible God, the firstborn of every creature: For by him were all things created, that are
in heaven, and that are in earth, visible and invisible, whether they be thrones, or
dominions, or principalities, or powers: all things were created by him, and for him:
And he is before all things, and by him all things consist. And he is the head of the body,
the church: who is the beginning, the firstborn from the dead; that in all things he might
have the preeminence. For it pleased the Father that in him should all fulness dwell;
And, having made peace through the blood of his cross, by him to reconcile all things
unto himself; by him, I say, whether they be things in earth, or things in heaven.”
Now I read this scriptures to remind you that all of this is for a purpose. Remember ALL
will be present on the DAY Of JUDGMENT. I say this just in case people are scared by
the information that I am presenting today. There is no need for FEAR, because all of
this has a purpose. OKAY
This should be the 45 Minute Mark
Now like I mentioned earlier I was going to name this broadcast “The Sanhedrin the
The Rabbi and the Lie” because this is how the Prison Planet came into existence.
Because many of us do not understand history, we can not see the greatest deception of
all times. Which is a people pretending to be who they are not.
Now we all know this verses:
“Behold, I will make them of the synagogue of Satan, which say they are Jews, and are
not, but do lie; behold, I will make them to come and worship before thy feet, and to
know that I have loved thee.”
YOU SEE WE ARE LIVING THIS TODAY IN The year 2011 Look at the news in

Libya, Yemen, Egypt, Syria, Palestrina, Irag, Iran and on and on. Who is causing all of
this chaos? Are those that say they are Jews, and are not, causing this chaos?
You know today I watched a document called “ The Zionist Story” by Berek
Joselewicz. I advice everyone to watch this video. It is the best documentary I have ever
seen concerning Zionism. Also the man who did the documentary is Jewish so he knows
first hand. Now if you want to know how the future prison planet will be. Watch this
documentary. The Palestinians are living in one right now. Now before I get off topic:
lets get back to these Principalities.
So who is causing all of this chaos? Is it the PRINCIPALITES, “ spiritual wickedness
in high places?” By now we should know that they are spirits. But who and what are
they? Now in order to get to the TRUTH we have to go to the beginning. We can start
with the Babylonian captivity. Now I am going to read again from the book of Jeremiah
chapter 13.
And it reads:
“Say unto the king and to the queen, Humble yourselves, sit down: for your
principalities shall come down, even the crown of your glory. The cities of the south
shall be shut up, and none shall open them: Judah shall be carried away captive all of it,
it shall be wholly carried away captive. Lift up your eyes, and behold them that come
from the north: where is the flock that was given thee, thy beautiful flock?
What wilt thou say when he shall punish thee? for thou hast taught them to be captains,
and as chief over thee: shall not sorrows take thee, as a woman in travail? And if thou
say in thine heart, Wherefore come these things upon me? For the greatness of thine
iniquity are thy skirts discovered, and thy heels made bare.”
Now this is when the Seed of YACOB was taken into Babylon. Like I mentioned in my
prior broadcast; the Amalikites came from the north the HYKSOS. We also have the
Greeks and the Romans taking over the temples and creating religion. We have Esau
converting into Judaism, the Samaritan converting into Judaism, the Edomites
becoming High Priest, the Greeks and all the mixed multitude converting into Judaism
and becoming Jews. As it reads in Jeremiah: “Judah shall be carried away captive all
of it, it shall be wholly carried away captive” So if Judah was carried away captive as
Prophecies in Jeremiah. Then who are the synagogue of Satan, which say they are Jews,
and are not?

Okay I am going to document this correctly today;
First lets reflect on what occurred and what we have been told. We know that the

Hebrews where twice sold into slavery and dispersed prior to the Hellenization of the
Greeks in Jerusalem. But we have to go farther back in time to see why. We have to go
way back to the root. Now how many of you heard of the Kenites? If you have not I
would advice you to get familiar with this term and understand whom and what the
Kenites are. Now here is a definition from the Strongs Concordence:
And it Reads:
The same as HEBREWS 7013 (with a play upon the affinity to H7069); Kajin, the
name of the first child, also of a place in Palestine, and of an Oriental tribe: - Cain,
Kenite (-s).
So KENITE means of the tribe of CAIN the first born of EVA. Now there is another
tribe of Cain that is not so popular which is called the Amailiktes. The Amailiktes are
ken to the Kenites this is very important. Now I advice those of you if you want a deeper
study on the listen to a broadcast I did called “The Seed Of The Serpent and the
Amalekite Deception” I have the transcript featured on HebrewsWakeUp.com. So I am
not going to teach this today. But I will let someone else teach it as a second witness.
Now remember we are finding who the principalites are.
“ spiritual wickedness in high places?”
Okay, now some of you may know that for years I study with The Shepherds Chapel
Ministries. I bought cassette tapes, books and watch the TV program almost every day. I
still use the study bible and concordance that I bought from them almost 15 years ago.
So I am very familiar with The Shepherds Chapel and Pastor Arnold Murray... Now I
say this because I am going to play something from Arnold Murray concerning the
Kenites. Now when I was doing research for this broadcast I found this tape that I
bought almost 15 years ago called The Kenites taught by Arnold Murray.
Like I mentioned in my “Usurper series” Arnold Murray is a believer in the Anglo
Israelite theory. He believes that the British Monarchy along with the France and
Spanish Monarchy are of the lost tribes of Israel.
And because he teaches this, his followers and those that believe this LIE think all black
people are of the 6th day creation. So when we say that we are of the Seed Of Yacob.
They think we are lying and are of The Synagogue Of Satan. Now... I can not express
how important it is to understand this deception. When I was studying under Pastor
Murray I had no clue who the true Hebrews where. I thought the people of the Middle
East, Egypt and Israel where always a mixture of Blacks,Whites, Asian and Arabs.
The Jews to me where people that lived in the Middle East, did not believe in Jesus and
suffer in the Holocaust. Now it's ironic how The Shepherds Chapel drove me into the old

testament. And taught me how to read chapter by chapter and verses by verses. Now I
stopped listening because I knew something was missing. You see Arnold Murray started
to sound offensive. Then the war with Iraq started and I heard Arnold Murray praising
that murderous lying, Aspartame pushing, Monsanto connected Viper Donald Rumsfield
and his compainion George Bush. After this I was done. Because by then I knew Bush,
Rumsfeld did 911. I knew all of it was a Lie, but Arnold Murray was clueless. And I
though if he can't see this what else did he miss. So then I just started researching and
studying on my own.
I was shocked when I read books like “From Babylon to Timbuktu” and “Stolen
Legacy the Egyptian Origins of Western Philosophy” and rediscover that the original
people of the Middle East where people of color, what we would consider Black
Africans.
Now Arnold Murray is suppose to be a PHD an expert in theology an archeologist a
man of god. So you mean to tell me he dose not know this Fact? How come this PHD
never read the Greek Historian Herodotus that explains what the Persians and the
Egyptians looked like prior to the Greek and Roman evasion? How come he did not take
the time to look at the Kings of Persia and the Medes or Ancient Egyptians? So I came
to the conclusion that Mr. Murray was pushing a LIE. Now he might be deceived like
the rest of this world, because some of his teachings are dead on. He might just be
ignorant and blind.
Well any way I need to get that out. like I said before. It is very important to understand
this deception. Because 90% of Christian black and white knowingly and unknowingly
superscribe to the British Israelite deception. This is why they blindly support Israel. I
should know because I was one of them.
Okay now before I get of topic the reason why I am speaking about this, is to explain
whom the Principalities are. This “spiritual wickedness in high places” Know even
though I no longer listen to the Shepherds Chapel, We are going to listen to his
teachings on the Kenites. I am doing this as an olive branch to former and present
Christian that are waking up. Also to those that still listen to Arnold Murray. Because I
want you to understand. We have more in common then you think. And as for Murray
some of his teachings are pretty good and this is one of them. Okay now I am going to
play this audio.
This should be One Hour Mark

Play Audio One:

Okay you heard Mr Murray speaking about the Kenites. He states that Kenites are of the
tribe of Cain. He also identifies the fact that the people living in Israel are not of the
Seed Of Yacob. Now this part is okay so far I do not have any issues with this.
Play Audio Two:
Okay you heard Mr Murray speaking about the tribe of Judah. If you listen close you
will hear Him leading towards the Anglo Israelite teaching. When he says Judah is our
brother he is saying that the British Monarchy is of the line of David and King Solomon.
This is how we get all of the Holy Grail teachings and Popes ordaining Kings and
Queens, the Knight Templar s and the whole things about the Da Vinci Code deception.
We also get researchers like David Livingstone thinking that the line of Esau is the same
as the line of Yacob.
Play Audio Three:
Okay now here is where we get to the root of the Kenites. Like I mentioned earlier if
you want an indepth study on this subject listen to “The Seed Of The Serpent and the
Amalekite Deception” I have to give Arnold Murray some credit for this one. There are
a few small things that I differ with him but the core is there. The Kenites which became
the Amalekite can be traced to the Edomites which where the High Priest at the time of
Yahushuah. And these are the people that John called Vipers in the book of Matthew.
Now remember I played these audio files to explain who the Principalities are. As you
can see they are of the seed of the serpent. As we continue you will notice that the spirit
of these beings are moving from generation to generation and from nation to nation.
Now lets read Matthew 3:7
“But when he saw many of the Pharisees and Sadducee come to his baptism he said
unto them, O generation of VIPERS, who hath warned you to flee from the wrath to
come? Bring forth therefore fruits meet for repentance: And think not to say within
yourselves, We have Abraham to our father: for I say to you, that YAH is able of these
stones to raise up children to Abraham. And now also the axe is laid to the root of the
trees: therefore every tree which brings not forth good fruit is cut down, and cast into the
fire.”
Okay now how are these vipers the children of Abraham? If you followed my broadcast
you would know that the Amalikites married into the Edomites and the Benjamites. And
the Edomites married into the line of the Hasmoneans. The tribe of Benjamin was taken
over by the Amalikites during the time of King Saul. For more information listen to the
broadcast called “The Seed Of Benjamin.” If you notice the Benjamites are always the
instigators. Menelaus the High Priest was a Benjaminite. He was brother of Simon the
Benjaminite who cause the conflict with Onias III.
So we have to ask the question.

What spirit was operating with in the Tribe of Benjamin and where did it come from?
Was it the spirit of wickedness? Think about Paul as a Pharisees. This will make more
sense later.
Now lets read Matthew 23:1:
“Then spoke YAHUSHUA to the multitude, and to his disciples,Saying The scribes and
the Pharisees sit in Moses' seat: All therefore whatever they bid you observe, that
observe and do; but do not you after their works: for they say, and do not. For they bind
heavy burdens and grievous to be borne, and lay them on men's shoulders; but they
themselves will not move them with one of their fingers. But all their works they do for
to be seen of men: they make broad their phylacteries, and enlarge the borders of their
garments, And love the uppermost rooms at feasts, and the chief seats in the
synagogues”
Now keep this in mind the “Chief Seats in the Synagogues” are speaking about the
Sanhedrin. Another interesting fact is this. The Pharisees that made up the Sanhedrin
where also of the tribe of Benjamin. Now remember only the line of Levi are suppose to
be Priest.
“And greetings in the markets, and to be called of men, Rabbi, Rabbi. But be not you
called Rabbi: for one is your Master, even Christ; and all you are brethren. And call no
man your father upon the earth: for one is your Father, which is in heaven.”
Now did you hear that? With this Verses YAHUSHUA condemns those that call
themselves Pope Fathers and Rabbis. He says call no man Rabbi or father. You see this
is why the Jews deny YAHUSHUA because they know if we listen to what he was
saying we would know that they are imposters.
“Neither be you called masters: for one is your Master, even Christ. But he that is
greatest among you will be your servant. And whoever will exalt himself will be abased;
and he that will humble himself will be exalted. But woe to you, scribes and Pharisees,
hypocrites! for you shut up the kingdom of heaven against men: for you neither go in
yourselves, neither suffer you them that are entering to go in.”
Okay before I continue I want to make something clear. None of these people the
Sadducee, Pharisees or the Scribes had the right to be in the Temple. All of them where
usurpers and impostures. Remember it was them that killed the Messiah. Now I did this
in another broadcast, but I want to read the definition of these three groups.

CHECK TIME: Should have 40 minutes left

Sadducee:
According to Abraham Geiger The Sadducee sect of Judaism drew their name from
Tzadok,the first Kohen Gadol to serve in The First Temple with the leaders of the sect
proposed as the Kohanim (priestly) sons of Tzadok. Now what destroys Abraham
Geigers claims is that he was known as “A Germen Rabbi” if your awake you should
know this means Askenizi Jewish Rabbi A.K.A usurper Jews. And it reads: However,
based on Chazalic sources, some researchers have argued that the Sadducee group
originated in tandem with the Boethusian group during the Second Temple period, with
their founders, Tzadok and Boethus, both being individual students of Antigonus of
Sokho, who preceded the Zugot era,[3] with no direct connection between the founder of
the Tzadoki sect and Tzadok the Kohen Gadol (high priest), other than the same name.
And based on my researchers this is correct. The Boethusian are of the line of Herod
which is of Edom. This is the line of the Anglo Israelites. Not Yacob.
Pharisees:
The Pharisees were one of at least four major schools of thought within the Jewish
religion around the 1st century. The social standing and beliefs of the Pharisees changed
over time, such that the role, significance, and meaning of the Pharisees evolved as
political and social conditions in Judea changed. The sages of the Talmud see a direct
link between themselves and the Pharisees, and historians generally consider Pharisaic
Judaism to be the progenitor of Rabbinic Judaism, that is normative, mainstream
Judaism after the destruction of the Second Temple. All mainstream forms of Judaism
today consider themselves heirs of Rabbinic Judaism and, ultimately, the Pharisees.
Pharisaic views were non-creedal and non-dogmatic, and heterogeneous. Not one
tractate of the key Rabbinic texts, the Mishnah and the Talmud, is devoted to theological
issues; these texts are concerned primarily with interpretations of Jewish law, and
anecdotes about the sages and their values.
So this is telling me that this is more of a elusive office rather then something that is
concret.
”Not one tractate of the key Rabbinic texts, the Mishnah and the Talmud, is devoted to
theological issues; these texts are concerned primarily with interpretations of Jewish law,
and anecdotes about the sages and their values. ”
So who are the Sages and what are there values?

Scribes:

Is a person who writes books or documents by hand as a profession and helps the city
keep track of its records. The profession, previously found in all literate cultures in some
form, lost most of its importance and status with the advent of printing. The work could
involve copying books, including sacred texts, or secretarial and administrative duties
such as taking of dictation and the keeping of business, judicial and historical records for
kings, nobility, temples and cities. Later the profession developed into public servants,
journalists, accountants, typists, and lawyers. In societies with low literacy rates, such as
India, street corner letter-writers (and readers) may still be found providing a service.
Now notice when Yahushuah addressed the snake and vipers he called out the Pharisees
and the Scribes. The Rabbis and the book keepers the historians the lairs.
Now I meant ion these there groups because it is important to understand that they make
up the Sanhedrin, the High Priest and the Rabbis. The core of Judaism.
Now Here is a little history:
The First Sanhedrin came in 200 BC. It was created as a political arm that was
manipulated by the Romans. It was created to subvert the power of the High Priest. It
became the Supreme Court of Judaism. Now when you read the book of Maccabeus you
begin to see how the Sanhedrin was most likely the caused of the Chaos. Simeon the
Benjamite. And his brother Menelaus where the instigators. If you think about it the
Sanhedrin and the Talmud make a perfect match. The supreme court makes the Law the
Rabbi enforces it. Do yourselves a favor research Rebbe Akiva ben Yosef and his
connections to the Kabbalah. Also look up a man by the name of Hillel of Babylon.
Hillel was another descended from the Tribe of Benjamin he was recognized as the
highest authority among the Pharisees, some say he was the founder father of Rabbinic
Judaism.
If Time I will read this text: I should have 30 Minutes left:
And it reads:
Rabbinic Judaism or Rabbinism (Hebrew: "Yahadut Rabanit" -  )יהדות רבניתhas been
the mainstream form of Judaism since the sixth century CE, after the codification of the
Talmud. Rabbinic Judaism became the predominant stream within the Jewish diaspora
between the second to sixth centuries CE, with the redaction of the oral law and the
Talmud as the authoritative interpretation of Jewish scripture and to encourage the
practice of Judaism in the absence of Temple sacrifice and other practices no longer
possible. Rabbinic Judaism is based on the belief that at Mount Sinai, Moses received
directly from God the Torah (Pentateuch) as well as additional oral explanation of the
revelation, the "oral law," that was transmitted by Moses to the people in oral form. The
oral law was subsequently codified in the Mishna and Gemarah, and is interpreted in
Rabbinic literature detailing subsequent rabbinic decisions and writings. Rabbinic

Jewish literature is predicated on the belief that the Written Law cannot be properly
understood without recourse to the Oral Law (the Mishnah).
Until the Jewish enlightenment of the late 18th century, and the resulting division of
Ashkenazi Jewry into religious movements or denominations, especially in North
America and anglophone countries, halakha had the universal status of required religious
practice. This remains the prevailing position among Orthodox and Conservative Jews.
Reform Jews do not generally treat halakha as binding.
So as you can see the take over of the Hebrew Culture. Now it was started back in 200
BC with the creation of the Sanhedrin. We then see the opportunity for the Edomites
thru forced conversion and the Kenites thru the Amailiktes make there way to the seats
of the Hebrews of Yacob. These are the principalites in high places. The seed of the
serpent. Then after the destruction of the temple and the enslavement and displacement
of the Hebrews, we see the Rabbinic Judaism movement starting lead by Rebbe
Akiva ben Yosef. Now in 2011 we have the Usurpers in Israel. The religious occult
creating a prison planet setting up the system of the Beast.
Now in closing I would like to mention that all of this is connected to the occult.
Freemasonry is connected to the Quabalah. The Quabalah is connected to the Hermetic
Order. This is connected to the Monarchies. The blood drinking Kings and Queens like
Queen Mary and King Charles II King Henry the VIII. Have you read the article that
spoke about how they ate the body parts of people. How King Charles body was eaten
by the people upon his execution. This can be researched from Dr. Richard Sugg's radio
Interview on “Lifting the Veil with Cari-Lee 6/13/11” and his book "Mummies,
Cannibals and Vampires", also Elizabeth Báthory of the Hungarian Monarch. Now are
these people the lost tribe of Israel? Or are they the seed of the blood drink serpents? Or
are they both? END

